
Positive feedback after using xRServices for over one year 

Fast troubleshooting 

In November 2021, a new solution designed to transform the collaboration between press operators and HP Support 
Experts was launched: xRServices. Compatible with and available for all HP industrial printing presses, the concept 
behind xRServices is based on mixed reality. By putting on the HoloLense2 glasses, powered by Microsoft, and 
connecting to the service, mixed reality allows the press operator to immerse himself in the real world whilst 
interacting with a virtual environment. The Onlineprinters group, one of Europe's leading online print shops, has been 
among the first customers using the xRServices in their production facilities in Neustadt, Germany. 

“When we first heard about the new xRServices
from HP, we knew that we had to try it,” remembers 
Ralf Schraud, Head of Digital Printing at Online 
printers. “With HP xRServices, our operators can 
immediately connect with an HP Support Expert.
The expert acts like a virtual coach who guides us 
through the process.”

With the HP xRServices solution, the press operators and the support team can collaborate instantly and perform 
maintenance or repair routines on the spot. No time is wasted on long service calls, resolutions are swift, and 
press downtime is kept minimal. Here is an example:

One year of xRServices
at Onlineprinters



New ways to collaborate. 
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Effective onboarding and training
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“With XRServices, it has become much easier to identify defective parts. In the past,
the service engineer had to come on site and check and confirm the part. Now this task, 
including the reordering of the part, can be completed within an hour,” says Schraud.

“The introduction went seamlessly, Our workforce is very enthusiastic - they even want
to take the glasses home.”    

Training and onboarding new staff are an essential part of any business. It is an investment, and due to the global 
pandemic, it is increasingly happening online and remotely. With xRServices, all users, digital natives and novices, 
can be trained to quickly perform tasks and routines on all HP industrial presses. They can complete guided 
step-by-step tutorials whereby the virtual HP engineer is giving them instructions and pointing them to the parts
or problems they need to solve. Ralf Schraud confirms:

This cost-effective way of training and onboarding staff members new to this industry can help to give them realistic 
expectations about the job that they will perform. 

“What is extremely helpful are the guided tours, for example, ʻHow to change a valve’. 
Which screws do we have to loosen first, where to pull, and where not to”. 

HP is committed to continue to invest in innovative services 
which support our customers at any point of their print 
production. xRServices can reduce the time to fix issues
and maximize the uptime of the presses, it provides a fast 
and cost-effective way to train and onboard new workers.
At the same time, xRServices help reduce carbon emissions
by bringing down the number of face-to-face visits, requiring 
travel by car.

The Onlineprinters group is one of Europe's leading online print shops. They produce personalized printed products, from flyers to complete exhibition stands, in their in-house 
production to serve more than 1,000,000 customers in 30 European countries. Each year, more than 3 billion printings are produced, processed, and shipped at our sites in Neustadt
an der Aisch in Germany, Madrid in Spain, Southend in the UK, Aarhus in Denmark, and Szczecin in Poland. Their staff of around 1,660 qualified experts is committed to providing 
excellent customer service and producing high-quality products. The Onlineprinters group has its origins in 1984 when it was established as a classical print shop and has been 
operating in the online printing business since 2004. 


